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ABSTRACT 

average density ne 

observed for n. 

Systematic scans of density in large deuterium plasmas (a = 0.83 m) at 
several values of plasma current and toroidal magnetic field strength indicate 
that the total energy confinement time, t E, is proportional to the line-

and the limiter q. Confinement times of - 0.3 a have been 
£ - 2.8 x 10' 9 ra~3. Plasma size scaling experiments with 

plasmas of minor i-adli a - 0.83, 0.69, 0.55, and 0."1 m at constant limiter q 
reveal a confinement dependence on minor radius weaker than a'"1. The major-
radius dependence of Tg, based on a comparison between TFTR and PLT results, 
is consistent with R* scaling. From the power balance, the thermal 
diffusivity x e i3 found to be significantly less than the INTOR value. In the 
a " 0.H1 m plasmas, saturation of confinement is due to neoclassical ion 
conduction CXi neoclassical >> 1, 
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INTRODUCTION 

The research goal of TFTR is to achieve and study tokamak plasmas at 

reactor-relevant parameters (T^ - 10 keV, n e - 10 2 0 m~3). In order to 

generate such plasmas, 27 MW of deuterium neutral beam heating will be 

provided at a full energy of 120 keV with a pulse duration of 0.5 - 2.0 s 

duration. Adiabatic compression of beam-heated plasmas can also be used to 

maximize the plasma pressure. The ohmio heating studies in deuterium plasmas 

presented here provide an initial reference point for the subsequent study of 

neutral beam heated plasmas. 

The Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) achieved first plasma in December, 

1982. Since then, plasma experiments have been conducted in parallel with 

commissioning and testing of major tokamak components. In previous reports, 

the initial operation of TFTR has been described by Young ejt al. [1]. The 

Initial confinement results have been reported by Efthimior, et al. [2], and 

the experimental results during higher-powered ohmic heating, ending in 

January 1931, have been presented by Hawryluk ot_ al. [3], This paper reviews 

the present status of TFTR in regard to the confinement studies of ohmically 

heated plasmas. 

The experiments have focussed on determining the dependence of 

confinement and impurity behaviour on the plasma density, limiter q, and 

plasma size. The density, current, and toroidal field dependences have been 

studied in the largest minor radius plasma (a •= O.83 m) over a current range 

I. = 0.6 - 1.4 MA, a line-average density range n e = 0.8 - 3.35 x 10 J 9 m~3, 

and toroidal magnetic field values 0.8 and 2.7 T) corresponding to a limiter 

q range of 2.3 - 6.2 wi-.ere q = 5B.aVRI . The plasma siae scaling experiments 

concentrated on plasmas with minor radii of a = 0.&3, 0.69, 0.55, and 0.41 m 
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at a fixed major radius R = 2.55 - 2.65 m and q = 2.7 - 3-3. The smallest 

plasma studied has a = 0.11 m and R = 2.65 m which may be compared to PLT 

plasmas with a = 0.4 m and R = 1.3 m, in order to infer a dependence of the 

total energy confinement time on the major radius. 

MACHINE STATUS 

The TFTR presently operates at plasma currents up to I = 1 .4 MA, 

toroidal fields up to B. = 2.7 T, and plasma durations up to H s [1,3]. The 

moveable limiter consists of three water-cooled Inconel blades coverid with 

graphite tiles [4]. The limiter provides the wide range in the plasma minor 

and major radii necessary to study confinement size scaling. In particular, 

at a major radius of 2.55 m the available minor radius range is a = 0.3 - 0.8? 

m. 

The initial conditioning of the vessel for the summer 1981 operational 

period was similar to the procedure used previously for the initial ohmic 

heating optimization. This procedure is described in detail by Dylla [5]. 

The conditioning for the summer 198̂ 4 operational period involved a two-week 

bakeout of the entire torus, including the pumping ducts, at 15Q°C. While the 

vessel was hot, 50 hours of glow discharge cleaning (p = 0.7 Pa, I » 15 A) and 

70 hours (15,000 pulses) of pulse discharge cleaning were performed. All 

discharge cleaning was done in hydrogen, except the last 12 hours, which was 

performed in deuterium. The only significant modifications to the internal 

vacuum vessel hardware prior to the summer operational period were the 

installation of graphite protective plates for two neutral beam lines and the 

removal cf the TiC coating from the graphite limiter. The coating was removed 

because sections of tne surface were damaged during the winter run period. 
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One of the remarkable operational characteristics of TFTR Is the 

relatively small gas flow required to fuel the discharge. It is standard 

operating practice to initiate TFTR plasmas with a prefill pressure in the 

range of 3 - U x 10~ 3 Pa which requires a gas input of 2 - 3.5 x 102° D-atoms 

depending on the programming and wall conditions. During the subsequent 

evolution of the discharge, the gas flow is controlled by a density feedback 

system. Typically, significant gas input is required only for the density-

rise portions of the discharge (t < 1.0 s) and little or no additional gas 

Input is required to maintain the plateau phase from 1.0 - 3.0 s. The total 

gas mout required varies between 0.2 - 1 .5 x 10 2 1 D-atoms for the plasma 

density range of 0.2 - M x 1 0 " in-3. The required gas input is linear with 

density over the explored range and varies between 1.0 and 1.1 times the 

number of electrons in the plasma volume. This variation is presumably a 

measure oi? changing recycling conditions. 

Enhanced pumping speed is provided by ZrAl getter modules. With six 

modules the pumping speed was 110 mVs, compared with 10 mVs for the 

turbcmolecular pumps. Although little systematic work has yet been done to 

assess the effectiveness of the getters, thus far there has been no observable 

change on the gas fueling rate, density limit, impurity concentration, or 

plasma confinement. 

IMPURITIES AND RADIATION 

For the winter 1983-19811 run period, the moveable graphite limiter was 

coated with TiC. Titanium was the major metallic impurity with a relative 

concentration of n T i/n g as high as 5 x 10~ 3 in low density plasmas. Figure 1 

shows a comparison of the metallic and low Z concentrations measured foi' the 
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graphite and TiC coated limiter by X-ray pulse-height analysis as a function 

of density for I = 1.4 MA, a = O.83 ra, and R = 2.55 m. After the TiC was 

removed, the titanium was reduced a factor of 1(0. The nickel, from the 

Inconel inn»r wall Umiter, increased modestly. However, all the metallic 

impurities decreased substantially at the higher densities. In contrast, the 

concentration r>f low Z ions showed no measurable change and did not have a 

strong variation with density 

The removal of the titanium had a noticeable effect on the plasma Z e f f . 

A cotnp .rison of Z e f f measured by X-ray pulse-height analysis and visible 

bremsstrahlung is shown as a function of density for the 1.1 MA plasmas in 

Fig. 2. Also shown is Z e f f from the summer run period for the 1 HA plasmas. 

Both measurements indicate a significant reduction in Zeff with the removal of 

the Tic coating at low densities. As reported by Hawryluk [3], Z e f f decreases 

with increased density and minor radius and increases with increased plasma 

current. This trend is observed for all density and current scans. 

Regression fits indicate 2 g f f is approximately proportional to the ratio of 

the average current density to the plasma density. Zeff is as low as 2.5 - 3 

at righ density and currents of 1.0 - 1.1 MA. Impurity Z e f f measurements 

consistently lie between the estimates obtained from the Spitzer and 

neoclassical resistivity models. 

The radiated power measured by the bolometer array has also changed with 

thfc removal of tne titanium (Fig. 3). With the TiC coated graphite limiter, 

the total radiated power decreased with increasing density. With the coating 

removed, the total radiation for the 1.H MA plasma was much lower (Ppa^'P,^ ~ 

0.6) at low density, increased with density, and eventually reached the same 

values obtained with the TiC coated graphite limiter ^ra^^0Yi "* 0.8). The 

radiation profile with and without the coating was hollow, with the central 
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radiation representing less than 10% of the central ohmic Input power (using 

Spitzer resistivity to estimate the central current density). The radiated 

power density is equal to the input power density at r/a - 0.6 - 0,7. 

CONFINEMENT STUDIES 

The energy confinement time Is evaluated at the end of the current and 

density flattops (2.8 - 3.1 s). At this time all plasma discharges in TFTR 

reach equilibrium, and the surface voltage approaches a value in the range of 

0.8 - 1.U V, depending on the plasma parameters. The confinement time is 

calculated with either the time-dependent analysis code TRANSP or the time-

independent equilibrium code SNAP. The total energy confinement time, -rE, is 

defined by 

<We , V 

where U and W^ are the electron and ion stored energies and P 0 ( 1 Is the ohmic 

input power. The measured eleotron temperature profile, the line-integral 

density, the surface voltage, Z e f f (assumed independent of radius), the 

metallic contribution to Z e f f , the central ion temperature, the deuterium-

hydrogen ratio, and the major and minor radii are inputs to both codes. 

Initially, the density profile is assumed to be parabolic; this assumption has 

a weak effect on the confinement times (< 10$) when constrained by the line-

average density. Recently, this assumption has been shown to be consistent 

with Thomson scattering density profiles (Fig. 1). The power input to the 
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ionc is assumed to occur by means of Coulomb collisions with the electrons. 

The ion conduction is adjusted by using a constant multiplier on the 

neoclassical value in the power balance to make simulated diagnostic ion 

temperatures match the measured values from charge exchange or Doppler 

broadening of TiXXI Ka or the measured neutron yield. 

Figure A compares electron temperature profiles obtained by Thomson 

scattering and electron cyclotron emission (scanning radiometer and Miehelson 

interferometer) for a plasma with n e » 2.7 x 1 0 " m - 3 , q = 2.3, and I = 1.1 

MA. The peak temperature value obtained from X-ray pulse-height analysis is 

included. Electron temperature profiles determined from the electron 

cyclotron emission were corrected for the contributions to the total magnetic 

field from the poloidal magnetic field and paramagnetism [6]. Temperature and 

density profiles are flat within the inversion radius of the sawteeth. As q 

decreases, the temperature profile broadens substantially. During the summer 

run period, position measurements based on temperature profile measurements 

agreed well with each other and were consistent with equilibrium magnetic 

measurements. These confinement results are known within ±12J. During the 

winter run, inconsistencies in position measurements had limited the accuracy 

to ±18 %. 

All the ohmic discharges are dominated bj- sawtooth activity. For the 

lower current plasmas (I_ < 1.2 HA), the ordinary sawtooth has been 

observed. However, for the higher currents (I > 1.2 MA) enhanced sawteeth 

are observed with periods up to 0.09 s. Similar sawteeth have been observed 

on D-III [7] and TEXT [8]. From the time evolution of the electron 

temperature profile and X-ray emissivity, the large sawteeth show complete 

reconnection from the magnetic axis to the plasma periphery. During the 

relaxation, the electron temperature profile flattens or hollows. 
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Furthermore, there is a smaller, intermediate sawtooth which appears to be 

more limited in spatial extent. This activity is believed to be due to the 

transient existence of two q = 1 surfaces. 

For the largest plasmas (a = O.83 m, R * 2.55 m) density scans were 

conducted for plasma currents of I p = 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1,2, and 1.1 MA at B^ = 

2.7 T (Fig. 5). For any current the confinement time increases with density, 

reaching a maximum of 0.3 s. A maximum line-average density of n e = 3.35 x 

1 0 " m - 3 has been obtained. At fixed density ttw confinement time decreased 

with increasing current (Tg = Ip" 1' 1). A limited number of discharges at I = 

0.3 MA and B, = 1.8 T indicated that the confinement time depends on q, rather 

than on the plasma current: 

- 1.1 
TE " n e Q 

The q dependence is similar to that observed in Dili [9]. Scans at 1,i| MA 

taken with the bare graphite limiter show a 20J improvement In the confinement 

time compared to the Tic coated liraiter. 

The contribution of ion transport to the power balance Is known with less 

precision than the global confinement because the electron-ion temperature 

difference is not well known. Figure 6 illustrates some of these difficulties 

in a discharge with n e = 2.7 x 1 0 1 9 m~ 3. Both the ion and electron 

temperature measurements have a 10? uncertainty, but the uncertainty in the 

difference is greater than 50%. Assuming a particle confinement time of 

0.2 L (neutral density, nQ(0) = 10'* wT1) and no increase in transport due to 

sawteeth In the center, the ion conduction is in the range 0-8 times 
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neoGlassical [10]. Sawtooth mixing of ion energy, simulated by the BALDUR 

code, predicts that <Te> - <Ti> can be 0.2 - 0.3 KeV larger than the value 

that would result from neoclassical conduction alone. It is also important to 

recognize that the choice of t D determines the relative importance oF 

conduction and convection in the ion power balance and is itself significantly 

responsible for the large uncertainty in the neoclassical multiplier. 

PLASMA SIZE SCALING 

The moveable limiter has been used to form plasmas of different minor 

radii. Density scans have been made for a = 0.83, 0.69) 0,55, and O.̂ l m at R 

= 2.55 - 2.65 m, B. = 2.7 T, and q » 2.7 - 3.3. The density limit, radiation 

fraction and profile, Z »p range, and electron temperature profile sh^pe of 

all these discharges are similar. When ne & 2 x 10 1 9 m _ s, the total energy 

confinement time is linear with density for plasmas of all sizes. However, 

both the a = O.1)! and 0.55 m plasmas show sigiis of saturating as n_ increases 

beyond this value. Figure 7 shows the gross energy confinement time as a 

function of neq for plasmas with radii a = 0.83, 0,55, and O.lJl m studied 

during the summer run period. Note that there are sets of points for the a = 

0,83 in plaamas from the confinement analysis using the Thomson scattering 

temperature and density profiles, and from analysis using the scanning 

radiometer temperature profiles. The q dependence has been adopted from the 

studies of the a = 0.83 m plasmas. The q range for the smaller plasmas is 

limited (2.7 - 3-5)- The inferred minor radius scaling depends on which minor 

radii plasmas are compared. The a » 0.83 and 0.55 m plasmas imply a very weak 

dependence (t E a a"'z) while the a = 0.55 m and 0.11 m discharges imply x E * 

a 1" 1. The weakening of the scaling for the larger plasmas is consistent with 
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the size scaling experiments conducted last winter (Hawryluk et_ £l. HI) and 

may be related to the proximity of the plasma to the vessel wall for the 

larger plasmas, or to the greater relative importance of ion conduction in the 

smaller plasmas. A simila., weakening of the a-scaling near the vessel wall 

has been observed by Ejima [9]. Comparing the 0.11 m TFVR plasmas with those 

from PLT [11] (a = 0.1 tn, R » 1.3 m) implies if/f^q a R 2 . However, the PLT 

data were taken at q =• 1 - 7, and PLT confinement did not show a systematic 

variation witf, q. 

In the 0.11 m plasmas, .'.on conduction is consistent with the neoclassical 

model at all densities. Because the <>leetron-lon temperature difference is 

somewhat larger, smaller limits may ilc set on the neoclassical multiplier (1-

3). Figure 8 shows the ce'itral power input available (P o ) 1 - P r a d ) for 

electron or ion conduction and convection. At low densities colliolonal 

coupling to ions is small, but at higher densities virtually all the power 

flows through the ion channel and one finds K 1 >> x&< The range of 

unoertsinty shown in P^gCO) represents 1-3 times the neoclassical multiplier 

and, in all cases, brackets the coupling inferred from the measured neutron 

flux (x's). Thus, the saturation in confinement with density is caused by ion 

transport, which we estimate to be dominated by conduction. Ion conduction is 

more apparent in the small plasnas because the electron conduction scales 

approximately as a, whereas ion conduction in the banana regime scales as 

a" s. These results are similar to those of Ejiita et aX_. [9], who see low 

neoclassical multipliers for small plasmas; however, density saturation is not 

seen in TFTR in the larger plasmas, in contrast to D-Iii results. 

The combined confinement results from Figs. 5 and 7 are shown in Fig. 9, 

with the confinement time plotted as a function of rLR2aq. The confinement 

results of PLT are also included. This sealing is similar to that of Pfeiffer 
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and Waltz [12] and Alcator [13L but the q dependence observed on TFTR is 
included. TFTR results are also consistent with the T-11 [11] scaling of 
T E o R*-5a°-". 

ELECTRON THERMAL CONDUCTION 
From the electron power balance, the electron thermal diffubivity, xe> 

can.be calculated as a function of position where 

(r[P it") - P,Ar<) - P.Jr") - P„„(r')] r'dr' , , 'o on -.'ad le conv 
x (r) = d T 

n r -r-2-e d r 

P d(r) is the radiation power density, p
o n(r) * s t h e ol1[r,^c heating input 

power density to the electrons, and Pie(r) is the electron eoliisional heat 
loss to the ions. The convection power density P c o n v(r) has been calculated 
assuming a particle confinement time of 0.1 - 0.25 s and represents a small 
lose compared to conduction. Because significant temperature gradients exist 
oniy outside the q = 1 surface, xe

 h a s b e e n ca'.culated and averaged over the 
range 0.5a < r < 0,7a. Figure 10 is a plot of the electron thermal 
diffusivity as a function of electron density for the large plasmas. For this 
analysis the ion power oalanee has been constrained to match the measured 
neutron emission. The diffusivity varies inversely with n and q, as shown by 
the family of curves of x e with constant q, The top cu-ve is interesting 
because It is corjpr'.sed of discharges with the same q, but different currents 

http://can.be
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and toroidal fields (I p « 0.8 MA, B,,, - 2.1 T, and I p - 1.H MA, B^ - 2,7 T). 

The INTOR values are significantly greater t'ian the x e values obtained from 

the power balance. One obtains a slightly different density dependence if the 

analysis uses neoclassical Ion conduction. The data from Fig. 10 show x e
 a 

n ~''3 while x e * le" 0*' "hen neoclassical ion conduction is assumed. The 

electron diffusivity also decreases with a at constant q and R until Its 

estiraation becomes extremely difficult as ions begin to carry away most of the 

power. 

SUMMARY 

Experimental studies of ohmicaily heated plasmas in TFTR have foeussed 

upon plasma optimization and plasma confinement. A maximum line-average 

density iie = 3.35 x 10' 9 m~ 3 has been reached, and a total energy confinement 

time up to T E = 0.3 s h?3 been observed. The confinement times increase with 

density and q. Zeff varies systematically with l D/n ea 2 and at high density 

falls to values of 2.5 - 3. 

In plasma size-scaling experiments comparing plasmas of different a at 

constant R, the minor radius dependence is weak (< a • ) and changes slightly 

depending on the size ot the plasma being compared. When the a - 0.̂ 1 m TFTR 

plasma is compared to similar ones in PLT, a strong major radius dependence 

(i R 2) in confinement is deduced. 

For all the large (a = 0.83 m) plasmas, the transport loss is dominated 

by the electrons. The electron thermal conductivity x e varies inversely with 

density, decreases with increasing q, and is significantly smaller than the 

INTOR values. There is evidence that neoclassical ion conduction dominates 

the transport in the smaller plasmas (a = 0.41, 0.55 m) at their highest 

densities. 
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Future studies of ohraically heated plasmas will be conducted at different 

major radii (R - 2.1 - 3.1 m) to establish a major-radius dependence from the 

TFTR data, in addition, studies at a higher toroidal field will Be conducted 

this, fall (B. = 4.0 T) and next spring (B^ = 5.2 T). Following present 

scaling laws, we would expect Tg. to rise to 0.5 - 0.6 s at 

n_ •= 6.5 x 1 0 1 9 m - 3 for constant q = 2.5 - 3.0. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

FIG. 1 Comparison of relative concentration of the metallic and low 2 Ion 

impurities for the TiC coated graphite limiter , nd uncoated graphite 

limiter. The error bar represents the absolute accuracy of the 

measurements. 

FIG. r comparison of Zeff measured by X-ray pulse-height analysis and 

visible bremsstrahlung as a function of density at I p = 1.4 MA for 

the TiC coated graphite and the uncoated graphite limiter, as well as 
zeff I' o r S r a P n i t e limiter at I. - 1.0 MA. 

FIC 3 Comparison of radiated p^wer and ohmic input power for the TiC coated 

graphite limiter (open symbols) and the uncoated graphite limiter 

(closer! symbols). 

FIG. 1 Comparison of the electron temperature profiles measured by Thomson 

scattering and electron cyclotron emission (scanning radiometer and 

Hichelson interferometer). Also Included is the central temperature 

measured -y X-ray pulse-height analysis and the Thomson scattering 

density profile ( owl. 
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FIG. 5 Total energy confinement time aa a function of density in the large 

plasmas (a = 0.83 m, R = 2.55 m) for various currents and toroidal 

field strengths. The error bar represents the absolute accuracy in 

the confinement ...d •surementsc 

FIG. 6 The time evolutior f̂, the central, electi on and ion temperatures 

measured by the van JUS temperature diagnostics. 

FIG. 7 The total energy confinement time vs. fieq for plasmas with a •= 0.83, 

Cf.55, and 0.41 m. Mote that there are sets of points for the a -

O.83 m plasmas from the confinement analysis using the Thomson 

scattering profiles and the analysis using scanning radiometer 

profiles. 

FIG. 8 Central power densities for the a = 0.11 m plasmas. Neoclassical 

current density profile Is assumed [q(o) = 0.8]. P , error bar 

limits indicate 1 and 3 times neoclassical. X's indicate value from 

matching the neutron emission. 

FIG. 9 The total energy confinement time vs. n eR 2aq for the PLT and TFTP. 

ohmic confinement results. 
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FIG- 10 The electron thermal diffusivity at r/a = 0.5 - 0.7 for the large 

plasmas at various q values, along with x e INTOR. 
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